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1. Introduction

Contemporary cryogenics has been developing from the end of the 19th century since the liquefaction of oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide and hydrogen, and also the industrial production and storage of liquid coolants, enabled the development of cryobiology and the use of extremely low temperatures in medicine. The term "cryotherapy" was first used in 1908 by A.W. Pusey to describe the treatment of skin lesions with very low temperatures [Zagrobelny et al. 1999; Jezierski 2006;]. Currently, cryotherapy refers to various treatments aimed at lowering the body surface temperature without tissue destruction, whereas in cryosurgery diseased tissues are destroyed through freezing. The world's first cryogenic-temperature chamber was set up in Japan, in 1978. Thanks to Yamauchi and his team, cryotherapy began to be widely used in medicine [Zagrobelny 2003; Skrzek 2009].

The clinical application of low temperatures is recommended for inflammatory conditions, such as swelling and acute localised pain. It is essential to clarify the distinction and clear labelling of methods based on low temperature usage and the intended purpose, as the body's response to low temperature depends on the temperature, method of application, exposure time, method and rate of heat loss, humidity of the cooled air, and the characteristics and age of the subjects.

Cryostimulation requires making use of a suitable cryogenic liquid as a coolant source. It is based on the use of very low temperatures (-100°C and lower) in order to induce a physiological reaction to cold.

A different category of treatment in modern medicine and rehabilitation, the cooling of tissues, is based on different methods and rates of tissue heat loss using various temperatures and methods of application achieved by the use of bags of ice, frozen silicone gel, salt solution, wet cold (which is not tolerated well by many people), partial bathing in cold water or whole body bath (temperature below 10°C). Cooling results in heat loss, the treated body area experiences vasoconstriction, a long-duration decrease in the temperature of the exposed tissues, decrease in inflammatory reaction and inhibition of strong symptoms of inflammatory reaction, but without any stimulatory effect [Rawecka & Rokita, 2006].
Depending on the size of the body area to be treated with cryogenic temperatures, the following types of cryotherapy may be distinguished:

1. **Local cryotherapy** (involving a small body area): ventilation with nitrogen vapours (gas temperature at the outlet of the nozzle can range from -160° C to -196° C), ventilation with a mixture of nitrogen vapours and cooled air (temperature of the gas mixture varies from -100° C to -178° C), and ventilation with cold air (temperature ranges from -30° C to -34° C).

2. **Whole-body cryotherapy** (involving the entire body, including the head): cryosauna, two-stage chambers, cryochamber with cool retention effect; chambers cooled with a mixture of liquid nitrogen vapour and air, or with a compression cooling system. During low-temperature treatment in a chamber, the cold air cools the whole body.

After the first cryochamber in Japan (1978), another one was created in Germany in 1982, and the third in Wroclaw, Poland, in 1989. At present a few dozen cryochambers may be found around the world. A growing number of centres conduct scientific research on the effects of whole body cryostimulation on the human body, yet knowledge on the subject is still lacking. While whole-body cryostimulation (WBC) is not harmful or detrimental to healthy subjects, the effects are being studied in relation to: 1. Motor activity and physical efficiency; 2. Cardiovascular response; 3. Lipid profile; 4. Hematology; 5. Hormones; 6. Antioxidant Defense System; 7. Immunology and inflammation 8. Recovery from exercise-induced muscle damage.

### 2. Cryogenic liquids

Cryogens (cryogenic liquids) are those liquids with a boiling point not exceeding 120 K under normal atmospheric pressure. The following are various types of cryogens and respective temperature ranges:

1. **wet cold** - water with ice, 0 ° C
2. **damp cold** - cold air, temperature from -15 ° C to -30 ° C
3. **dry cold**: vapours of liquefied gases:
   a. liquid nitrogen vapour: -196 °C
   b. carbon dioxide vapour: -75 °C

The most rapid effect can be achieved with water (wet cold). Subjecting a patient to a cold bath, however, is unpleasant and can cause shock, and therefore is used only in selected cases. Cryostimulation using dry cold (vapours of liquefied gases: nitrogen, air, carbon dioxide) is also quick, convenient and much more patient-friendly [Bojek 2006; Rawecka & Rokita 2006].

Cryogenic liquids, vapours and cold gases used in the wrong way are able to cause serious damage related to frostbite. However, liquid nitrogen in short contact is not harmful, because at the time of contact with warm tissue, it evaporates intensely. It is important to avoid contact with the eyeball as it may cause serious and irreversible damage to the cornea. The danger with these substances is in their low temperature and high density. They are kept in specially insulated containers that are designed to withstand rapid temperature changes.
3. Cryostimulation procedures

Whole-body cryotherapy is often used as preparation of the patient to physiotherapy. However, cryotherapy is also increasingly often performed for the purposes of biological regeneration and prevention of musculoskeletal overload and injury (athletes), and as a way of increasing immunity. In some cases with symptoms of inflammation (acute and chronic musculoskeletal injuries), the purpose of cryostimulation is to decrease the temperature of the inflamed tissue as cold is known to limit inflammation symptoms. This protects against oedema of periarticular tissues and any further damage caused by pressure and movement of tissues. In such cases very good results are obtained by local cryotherapy.

3.1 Local cryostimulation

Local cryotherapy treatment uses usually the following cryogens: liquid nitrogen, carbon dioxide, cooled air [Sieroń & Cieslar 2003]. Prior to cryostimulation, the patient should thoroughly dry the body surface to be subjected to treatment. It is most desirable to keep the patient in a standing position or if not possible, in a sitting or lying position. Procedure duration is defined individually for each patient, depending also on the body structure, muscle mass and fat thickness. Cryotherapy is not used for more than about 5 joints at the same time which should not be longer than 12-15 minutes. The hand, foot and spine are considered as a single set of small joints [Księżopolska - Pietrzak 1998].

The treatment time takes usually from 30 sec to several minutes (3-4 min), depending on the patient's skin response. The treatment may be repeated twice a day but with a break of at least 6 hours. The recommended duration of the break is determined by the sustained stimulatory effect after a single session. In children, treatment should be used very cautiously and of a shorter duration than adults due to the higher sensitivity of the younger skin and usually lower amount of subcutaneous fat. The distance of a cryoapplicator from the surface of the body depends on the quality of the device, and the temperature obtained at the nozzle exit, usually about 10 cm from the body surface (in older devices, the distance can be up to 15 cm). The treatment area of the body should be progressively swept over to avoid cooling of just one spot. Initially the patients experience a burning sensation. The patient must stay in communication with the physiotherapist and inform him about the pain or the burning sensation. After reported discomfort the applicator should be positioned further from the tissue, or the movement of the nozzle should be sped up. Rapid skin blanching is an indicator for immediate cessation of the treatment [Jezierski 2006].

During cryotherapy, one must remember about the bi-phasic vascular response to extremely low temperatures, and bear in mind the desired effect. Initially, in micro-circulation, a constriction of vessels as a result of closing of pre-capillary sphincter and activation of arteriovenous anastomoses, which takes from a few to a ten or so seconds, after which the vessels dilate and arteriovenous anastomoses close, during which blood flow increases. A lower temperature of the coolant (liquid nitrogen vapour) results in a stronger and faster first stage, i.e. vasoconstriction causing tissue ischemia. In this way one can reduce the effects of trauma, reduce the rate of metabolic processes (which may be helpful for example in the physical therapy of arthritis), while hypoxia reduces perceived pain. In the second phase, local hyperaemia occurs (increase in local blood flow due to the effect of internal and external factors, known as the rebound effect), during which metabolic processes are intensified and muscle tension is reduced.
Treatment duration and temperature are diverse and depend on whether the goal is mainly to generate secondary hyperaemia and reduce muscle tension, e.g. in preparing the patient for physiotherapy or massage, or whether the first phase is the primary goal, slowing metabolism and reducing the effects of trauma. Cryotherapy is often used as an analgesic agent, and this effect can last for several hours. The manner of cryostimulation is also influenced by the patient's age, physical condition, sensitivity to low temperature, or existing disease and its severity [Kasprzak & Markowska 2008].

In some cases, excessive hyperaemia may worsen pain in the long-term (with a strong inflammatory component). In this case cold therapy instead of cryotherapy is recommended.

Fig. 1. Examples of stationary and portable cryotherapy apparatus

3.1.1 Diseases in which local cryotherapy is used

Patients with locomotor disorders are now the largest group of patients eligible for cryotherapy. An efficient muscle-joint and skeletal system is fundamental for the functioning of the human body. The inability to move affects an individual both socially as well as psycho-socially. As musculoskeletal disorders affect people of all ages and from all social groups, researchers worldwide have been looking for the most beneficial methods of treatment. Cryotherapy has gained the greatest recognition as supporting treatment of the motor system [Bieńkowska et al. 2006; Hopkins 2006; Łuczak & Michalik 2006].

Ankylosing spondylitis

In ankylosing spondylitis pain forces patients to reduce their motor activity. The progress of the disease and reduced physical activity leads to a reduction in joint mobility, periarticular ossification and degenerative changes. The spine assumes deep thoracic kyphosis, deep compensatory cervical lordosis, thoracic stiffness and stiffness in the peripheral joints affected by inflammation. The advancing total thoracic rigidity causes a situation where lung ventilation only takes place through diaphragm movement. Kinesitherapy and cryotherapy are currently the preferred treatments for ankylosing spondylitis. Cryostimulation decreases the concentration of acute phase proteins and immunoglobulins in serum and increases the concentration of β-endorphin.

The cryotherapy-induced reduction of inflammation and the higher threshold of pain perception allows the use of physiotherapy to a greater degree. The patient benefits from a
reduced need for analgesics and anti-inflammatory drugs. Local cryostimulation should be followed by kinesitherapy based on an individual program, allowing for the period of the disease (acute or remission), the severity of the disease, its extensiveness, the patient's age and the incidence of other diseases. In the acute phase of the disease, cryostimulation plays an important role in reducing pain as well as inflammation, allowing for sufficient activity of the patient during exercises. During remission, the most important aim is to gradually regain motor functionality [Sieroń & Cieslar 2003; Jezierski 2007].

**Rheumatoid arthritis (RA)**

RA is a chronic immunologically dependent connective tissue disease that is characterised by non-specific, symmetric arthritis, sometimes accompanied by non-joint changes and systemic complications. The course of RA is characterised by alternating periods of joint inflammation and remissions. This disease can occur in three forms: mild, medium and acute. Diagnosing the disease is synonymous with pharmacological treatment that should be supported by physical therapy. Cryostimulation has beneficial effects in RA - it increases active muscle power and lowers passive muscle power. Pain and increased oedema of joints is reduced, resulting in increased range of motion in the inflamed joints. A single cryostimulation of a specific part of the body takes about 3 minutes and has both analgesic and anti-inflammatory effects. Therefore cryostimulation should be immediately followed by physical exercise [Sieroń & Cieslar 2003; Straburzyńska-Lupa et al. 2005; Krawczyk-Wasilewska et al. 2007; Jezierski 2007].

**Osteoarthritis (OA)**

Symptoms of osteoarthritis include morphological, biochemical, molecular and biochemical changes in cells of the cartilage, which lead to softening, fibromatosis, ulcers and weight loss of articular cartilage, sclerosis and thickening of bone, osteophytes and subchondral cysts. Patients with hip degeneration experience destruction of cartilage and subchondral bone, and pain in the hip. Local cryostimulation aims at maximum cooling of the hip. Cold should be applied from the front and medially to the groin and the space between the pubic symphysis and thigh adductor and from the back to the gluteal fold and ischial tuberosity. In addition, cryostimulation should involve the entire thigh, gluteus maximus and ilioptsoas. The duration of treatment ranges from 3 to 6 minutes. In degeneration of the knee, cryostimulation is performed on the knee joint and thigh muscles. Cooling of the joint is done best in a sitting position with a bent knee (cold should be first applied on sides, then around the knee cap). Osteoarthritis may involve the joints of the spine or vertebral stem. Cryostimulation is performed on a relevant segment of the spine area and muscles situated in the area. The procedure is followed by exercises intended to strengthen back muscles and abdominal muscles, stretching and increasing the mobility of the spine exercises, and correction exercises [Sieroń & Cieslar 2003; Jezierski 2008; Pasek et al. 2009].

**Shoulder impingement syndrome**

Treatment of shoulder impingement syndrome is not straightforward. Pharmacological methods are often accompanied by physiotherapy and anti-inflammatory analgesic electrotherapy, ultrasound, massage, kinetic therapy and increasingly popular cryotherapy. The aim of physiotherapy treatment is improvement in the functional efficiency of the limb through the elimination or reduction of pain. Literature reports describe both cold therapy, resulting in a slowdown of inflammatory reactions and reduced metabolism in cooled tissues, and cryostimulation which aims at improving conditions in blood circulation in a
given area and to exert a strong analgesic effect. Cryostimulation for patients with shoulder impingement syndrome increases the range of motion in the transverse plane, bending and movement of external rotation, and a slight effect on straightening and bending in the sagittal plane, abduction and internal rotation [Sieroń & Cieslar 2003; Lisinski et al. 2005; Boerner et al. 2007].

**Gouty diathesis**

This inflammation of joints is caused by crystallisation of sodium urate in synovial fluid and crystal deposition in tissues. Another form of this disease is chondrocalcinosis caused by calcium pyrophosphate dihydrate crystallisation in synovial fluid and crystal deposition in articular cartilage. In patients with acute gout, cryostimulation can be applied only after the attacks. Local cryotherapy causes a short-term reduction in the intensity of local inflammation, but does not stop an attack of gout. Kinesitherapy is introduced gradually and with caution, due to the persistent deposits of sharp crystals in cartilage and other connective tissues [Sieroń & Cieslar 2003; Jezierski 2008].

**Osteoporosis**

This is a bone disease with a gradual decrease in bone mass with muscles and ligaments losing elasticity, and resistance to physical effort. The decline in mechanical bone strength is accompanied by degenerative changes. The disease affects the neuromuscular system and motor pattern, and results in the painful overload of muscles, ligaments, bones and joints. Treatment with cold, as in previous cases, leads to a reduction in pain, relaxes skeletal muscles and improves their strength, and increases range of motion within the treated joints [Księżopolska – Pietrzak 1998].

**Spinal pain syndromes**

These syndromes represent a serious medical problem as they affect between 60% to 90% of the European population. The lumbosacral spine is most affected, due to the sedentary lifestyle. Chronic pain leads to lower psychophysical performance. Cryotherapy decreases muscle tension and reduces the speed of nerve conduction, which are beneficial in relieving pain and allows further treatment with physiotherapy [Woźny et al. 2006].

### 3.2 Whole-body cryotherapy

This cryotherapy involves rapid cooling of the whole body at extremely low temperatures (cryogenic, below -100°C) to trigger physiological responses to cold. Such cryotherapy is performed in a cryogenic chamber, ensuring appropriate treatment conditions - temperature and humidity. While in the chamber, the patient must have regular contact with the physiotherapist, usually through glass doors and speakers. A special alarm device allows the patient to call for help in an emergency, and the door can be easily opened by the person inside. The inside of the chamber is lined with a material that does not absorb moisture. The walls do not have any sharp protruding metal parts to avoid contact with the patient, or to cause very unpleasant feelings [Biały et al. 1998; Adamowicz 2005; Brojek & Warzocha 2006].

### 3.2.1 Types of cryogenic chambers

There are many types of chambers available in the market, and the choice depends on the design of the chamber, one room or two, the number of persons undergoing treatment at the
same time, type of coolant. The choice of chamber is often also related to economic considerations.

**Two-stage cryogenic chamber**

This type of chamber consists of one or two vestibules where the temperature is approximately -60°C, and a main chamber in which the temperature is maintained within the range -110°C to -160°C (depending on the coolant). In order to maintain such a sufficiently low temperature, liquid nitrogen is pumped directly into heat exchangers which consist of 3 systems: cooling, air preparation and control. Maintaining the temperature is possible by heat exchangers installed in the vestibule and the chamber proper. Compressor, filters and dryer constitute the system of breathing air preparation. By this arrangement it is possible to introduce purified dry air, reducing the feeling of cold, and ensuring transparency in the chamber. The control system consists of a power supply and control cabinet, controller and computer, providing the desired data parameters. Extra security is provided by a glazed door, opening under the pressure of the body and an alarm button. A chamber of this type may be used by 5 people at one time [Cholewka & Drzazga 2005].

**Cryochamber with cool retention effect**

This chamber is cooled with a mixture of liquid nitrogen and liquid oxygen in the proportions of atmospheric air. The air is pumped from the external tank and sprayed by specially prepared nozzles. This design is based on the phenomenon of cold retention in a basin, which reduces the importance of thermal insulation and elimination of the vestibule, reducing the cost of materials. Three to four people may stay in this cryochamber at the same time, although there is restricted access to wheelchair users. This type of a cryochamber may be without a vestibule, or with one or two vestibules [Cholewka & Drzazga 2005].

**Cryobarrel (cryosauna)**

This is a cabin for one person. The patient is immersed in the cold vapours up to the arms, breathing air from the room with the head is located outside the reach of extremely low temperatures. It has a swinging door which opens under the pressure of the body, and contact with the patient is very good. Liquid nitrogen or liquid air is used to generate the coolant. The cryosauna has many advantage: low cost of use, good contact with the patient, easy assembly. It is contentious whether omission of the head is an effective treatment (with the head having a significant number of cold receptors), but it allows the use of cryostimulation by a person suffering from claustrophobia [Księżopolska-Pietrzak 1998].

**Cryochamber with a compressor cooling system**

This chamber with a compressor system uses air as a coolant. The chamber consists of two vestibules with a temperature of -10°C and -60°C, and the chamber proper with a temperature of about -100°C. It can be mounted either indoors or outdoors (the chamber is isolated from the ground). Suitable temperatures in the inside are provided by three compressors, and the cooling system uses only non-combustible and non-toxic gases. This type of chamber has all the elements necessary for the safe performance of cryostimulation - additional emergency exit, visual and audio contact with the operator. All parameters are monitored by a computer. The chamber can be used in group therapy [Migaj 2005].
Fig. 2. The schema of cryochamber with two vestibules (Zimmer MedizinSysteme GmbH, Germany)

Fig. 3. Two stage cryochamber (CREATOR Sp. z o.o., Poland)
3.2.2 Preparation of patients for whole-body cryostimulation

Patients who are eligible for treatment in a cryogenic chamber must undergo medical examination prior to treatment. An interview is carried out with each patient in order to detect any contraindications to cryostimulation, including questions relating to cold tolerance of the body. In all of the candidates for cryostimulation, blood pressure and heart rate are measured [Zagrobelny 2003].

In practice, whole-body cryostimulation is not permitted for patients with cardiac disease or unstable blood pressure. In Finland, cryostimulation is recommended only for people with a blood pressure below 160/100 mmHg [Westerlund et al. 2004] and in Poland usually below 150/90 mmHg [Lubkowska & Szygula 2010; Lubkowska & Suska 2011].

Bathing before cryostimulation is not recommended, and prior to entering the cryogenic chamber the patient should be wiped completely with a towel to remove sweat – drops of sweat left on the skin could turn into ice crystals, which causes a painful and unpleasant sensation of cold. Additionally, all the patients are informed of the necessity of slow and shallow breathing while in the cryochamber. Clothes during the treatment should cover those areas of the body which are most vulnerable to frostbite. These are primarily the hands, feet, outer ears and popliteal pits.

Taking into account protection of the external ear against frostbite, it is recommended to use earmuffs or a headband instead of a hat. Hands should be protected by gloves, which should be turned inside out to dry after use in the chamber. Undried gloves may cause frostbite in the fingers during subsequent treatments. It should also be remembered that a surgical mask lined with a layer of swabs is put on the face just before entering the chamber, as waiting in this mask may cause the accumulation of moisture in the mask [Brojek &
Warzocha 2006]. The mask is necessary for the protection of the lungs – if the extremely cold air reaches lung tissues in greater amounts, then after heating in the lungs its volume may even double which may result in respiratory oppression [Zagrobelny 2003].

The distribution of temperatures in the cryochamber results in the coldest air being located in the lowest area of the device, therefore clogs are the most suitable shoes during cryostimulation. A thick sole is good isolation of the feet from the ground. Socks should be short and protect only the area of the ankles and feet. The popliteal pit is very vulnerable to surface frostbite, as it has a tendency for intense sweating which may be prevented by instructing the patient to avoid sitting or putting a leg on a leg. It is best to wait for the treatment in the standing position, and wipe the area of the popliteal pit and put a knee pad on immediately before entering the chamber [Brojek & Warzocha 2006].

Clothes used during cryostimulation should be made solely from natural components, such as wool or cotton, and should ensure full psychological comfort. It is best if pants are short and tight. Loose pants, such as boxers results in unpleasant rubbing of the frozen material against the body. Wearing any type of shirt is pointless as it inhibits the process of heat exchange during cryostimulation [Raczkowski & 2007].

3.2.3 Procedure of whole body cryostimulation

Duration and temperature of cryostimulation are established for each patient individually before each entry to the cryogenic chamber. Usually, when the patient enters the chamber for the first time, the treatment starts with a 1 minute exposure, gradually extending in duration for subsequent sessions to 2.5 – 3 minutes. Prepared patients are let into the vestibule by the operator where short-term adaptation to the low temperature occurs. The participants then move into the chamber proper.

Time of stay in the vestibule is not fixed, but usually it is associated with the time required to close the external door and open the door to the chamber proper. It is thus short, about 30 secs. During the entire session, the intensity of movement is limited to only a slow walk in order to eliminated the effect of skeletal muscle activity on the dynamics of cooling and heating of the body. In the middle of the session, the direction of movement is reversed. Contact with other people and the walls of the chamber should be avoided. During the entire stay in the chamber proper, patients should remain in eye and voice contact with the operators outside the cryochamber.

The staff at the site should include the physician that qualified the patients to the treatment, and a physician that could react in an emergency. After leaving the cryochamber proper, patients move to a place at room temperature. Usually kinesitherapy is applied after cryostimulation, usually for 20 to 30 minutes. It sometimes happens that after leaving the chamber patients do not perform any exercises. Undesirable effects that may occur after the session are shallow and quickly receding frostbites, usually in the legs [Suszko 2003; Zagrobelny 2003].

4. Indication and contraindication for cryostimulation

In clinical practice cryostimulation is used primarily in sports medicine. Professional athletes and healthy patients use cryostimulation for athletic recovery associated with a desirable effect for defensive and protective mechanisms in the human body.
In the case of ill patients, cryotherapy is used in the following diseases:

- inflammatory musculoskeletal disease: rheumatoid arthritis, ankylosing spondylitis, rheumatic fever
- degenerative diseases and secondary degenerative changes in peripheral joints and the spine
- joint disease of metabolic origin such as gout
- mixed connective tissue disease
- rheumatic and soft tissue disorders (polymyositis and dermatomyositis)
- periarticular, tendon and joint capsule inflammation
- some skin diseases involving joints: psoriatic arthritis
- autoimmune diseases
- post-traumatic changes or overload of joints and soft tissues
- chronic inflammation of the cervical spine
- discopathies
- osteoporosis
- muscle overload
- neurological disorders (spastic paresis, multiple sclerosis, radicular neuralgia)
- depression syndromes, vegetative neurosis

The treatments in cryochambers are usually well tolerated by patients and complications related with the treatment are very rare. However, one must not neglect states in which the effect of low temperatures can be adverse for the patient. In qualifying patients for cryochamber treatment, one should pay attention to the following:

- patient's age
- the existing diseases
- nutrition
- performance of vascular vessels
- duration of cold and its intensity
- intaken drugs
- consumption of alcoholic beverages
- individual characteristics of response to cold

All these factors determine the suitability of using cryogenic treatment or can disqualify patients. Additionally, qualification to cryostimulation should be based on the results of basic spirometric and cardiological tests.

The following contraindications are known for the application of cryogenic treatment:

absolute contraindications to cryostimulation

- cold intolerance
- cryoglobulinaemia
- cryofibrinogenemia
- Raynaud disease
- cold urticaria
- open wounds and ulcers
- gangrenous lesions
- thromboembolic changes and inflammation in the venous system
- agammaglobulinemia
- central nervous system disease
- sympathetic neuropathy
- hypothyroidism
- local blood flow disturbances
- significant anaemia
- claustrophobia
- mental disorders, which may prevent adequate co-operation with the patient in the chamber
- emaciation and hypothermia
- cancer
- Printzmetal syndrome
- unstable coronary artery disease
- valve disorders: aortic valve stenosis and mitral valve stenosis
- diseases of the myocardium or the mitral apparatus
- arrhythmia at a rate higher than 100 strokes per minute
- severe forms of exertional angina pectoris and spontaneous angina
- venous blood leaks in the lungs
- acute respiratory diseases of various origin
- effects of drugs, especially antipsychotics and alcohol.

Some relative contraindications also exist concerning participation in the cryogenic treatment. These include the following:

- age above 65
- venous thrombosis and a history of peripheral arterial embolism
- excessive emotional lability, expressed, inter alia, in excessive excitability

Currently whole-body cryostimulation is increasingly popular among older people, also those after 65. The age is not a serious contraindication, if other more important contraindications do not occur [Jagodziński et al. 2001; Zagrobelny 2003; Sieroń et al. 2007].

5. The effect of cryogenic temperatures on the human body

Exposure of the human body to cryogenic temperatures results in many favourable physiological phenomena [Jagodziński et al. 2001; Kiljański et al 2005; Sieroń et al. 2007] such as:

- overall improvement in well-being (relaxation, physical relaxation)
- analgesic effect
- neuromuscular effect (increase of muscle strength)
- profuse flow of blood
- increased systemic immunity
- increase in serum beta endorphins, norepinephrine, adrenaline, testosterone (especially in men)
- antioxidant effect of cryostimulation

The analgesic effect of cryostimulation is the most appreciated by practitioners. Hypothermia is related to a reduction in conduction velocity in sensory fibres and in
impulsation in slowly conducted C fibres disabling sensory receptors and their connections with proprioceptors, β-endorphin secretion [Leppauloto et al. 2008] and the selection of stimuli reaching the central nervous system (the "control gate" mechanisms) [Gregorowicz et al. 1998; Sieroń et al. 2003].

Sensory fibres experience slower conduction and blocking of afferent hyperalgesia impulsation to the spinal cord. These mechanisms raise the pain threshold. At the same time, it has been found that response to pain involves almost all the glands of internal secretion, with a special role of endorphins in the chain of endocrine responses to pain [Suszko 2003].

The impact on the psyche is a very positive effect of cryostimulation. Through the activity of the central nervous system, patients who underwent cryostimulation sessions in a cryochamber, felt lower fatigue and a radical improvement in mood. Other observed effects include elimination of clinical depression syndromes, easier sleep and improvements in sleep quality [Zagrobelny & Zimmer 1999; Rymaszewska et al. 2007; Sieroń et al. 2007].

Exposure to extremely low temperatures also reduces the intensity of nerve conduction and reduces the reactivity of peripheral sensory-motor endings, which in turn reduces muscle tension. Cryogenic temperatures increase muscle power through the favourable release of motor impulses in the fibres and increased number of motor units involved in work in different muscle groups.

Here are present the main directions of research and their results in terms of the effects of whole-body cryostimulation on the body.

**Motor activities and physical efficiency**

Research by Łuczak, carried out on a large group of athletes (300 people), was meant to find an optimal operating temperature during the whole-body cryostimulation for the improvement of motor skills. The effects of exposure were compared between two 10 minute whole-body cryostimulations (at -100°C, -130°C and -160°C) and physical efficiency, based on an assessment of agility, balance, speed and dynamic strength of abdominal muscles. The analysis of the results showed no effect of cryostimulation on the level of agility. Balance improved significantly in groups exposed to temperatures below -100°C, while no significant effects were observed for -100°C. Parameters evaluating speed and dynamic strength of abdominal muscles improved most after the application of -100°C. It was proposed that whole body cryotherapy exerts positive effects on human motor characteristics, although the lowest cryogenic temperatures should be used in only specific cases [Łuczak et al. 2006]. Subsequent studies showed that a series of 20 stimulations with an average temperature -130°C performed on martial arts competitors, resulted in an extended duration of exercise and lower subjective feeling of fatigue at increasing mean speed and angle of treadmill inclination during an exercise according to the Bruce protocol [Hagner et al. 2009]. A recent study on the effects of whole-body cryostimulation on aerobic and anaerobic capacities showed that three 10 minute sessions (average temperature -130°C) increased maximal anaerobic power in males but not in females, and did not influence aerobic capacity in either gender [Klimek et al. 2011]. There are also reports of improved exercise tolerance, expressed by a lower level of lactates, heart rate and increased threshold capacity during a rowing ergometer test by Olympic team athletes (rowers) after 23
cryostimulation sessions (3-minutes at a temperature of -150°C, 2 x day) [Chwalbińska-Moneta 2003].

**Cardiovascular response**

It is known that cold exposure is a risk factor for hypertension. In physiotherapeutic practice, it is standard procedure to test participants before cryostimulation where a blood pressure control is measured, but contraindications to the use of cryotherapy or whole-body cryostimulation do not include unstable blood pressure or hypertension. Literature data on changes in key cardiovascular indicators in humans exposed to cryogenic temperatures are ambiguous. Some of them report a significant but short-term increase in systolic and diastolic blood pressure after WBC in both normotensive and mildly hypertensive individuals [Westerlund et al. 2004; Fricke 1989; Taghawinejad et al. 1989]. Similarly, Komulainen et al. [2004] observed a rapid increase in blood pressure in mildly hypertensive subjects exposed to -15°C. Other authors reported that thermal stress (-110°C) did not cause changes in systolic or diastolic blood pressure but only a decrease in the heart rate [Zalewski 2009].

In our experiments we observed no changes in blood pressure or heart rate influenced by the potential stress resulting from the planned participation in cryostimulation. However, we observed a statistically significant increase in systolic (p ≤ 0.001) and diastolic (p ≤ 0.05) blood pressure immediately after a 3 minute long whole-body cryostimulation. These changes did not last more than 10 minutes after the cryostimulation when the values returned to initial levels [Lubkowska & Suska 2011]. In another study, in which we used 15 daily cryostimulations (-130°C/3min), the average increases in SBP and DBP on the first day were 20 mmHg and 6 mmHg. All the observed changes in the circulatory system subsided after 10 minutes of resting in a sitting position. Changes in blood pressure were accompanied by a decrease in heart rate by 8±4 bpm. The mentioned changes were not different on the 1st, 5th, 10th and 15th days of the experiment and it can therefore be argued that no adaptation changes occurred in response to the repeated stress associated with the cold [Lubkowska & Szygula 2010].

**Lipid profiles**

There are only a few reports in literature on the influence of whole-body cryostimulation on lipid levels in blood serum. The first information comes from experimental animal models [Skrzep-Poloczek et al. 2002]. Our last report concerned the results of lipid profiles in response to different procedures of whole-body cryostimulation in a cryochamber (-130 °C) for five, ten and twenty sessions. We ascertained that five sessions of whole-body cryostimulation in a cryogenic chamber did not change the lipid profile; while in a group subjected to a series of 10 sessions, the level of TG values statistically significantly decreased, and the changes were more pronounced in the group subjected to 20 sessions: a significant reduction in LDL, reduction in total cholesterol, while a significant increase was observed for HDL fraction. Comparing the ratios of individual lipid fractions, a statistically significant decrease in the TG fraction was observed in relation to total cholesterol, while the HDL fraction increased in comparison with total cholesterol and LDL cholesterol after 20 cryostimulations. No changes in the proportions between lipid fractions were observed after 5 and 10 cryostimulations [Lubkowska et al. 2010]
Hematology

Literature on changes in haematological indices induced by cryostimulation are often inconsistent and insufficient. Blatteis [1998] reported a decrease in leukocytes and erythrocytes in healthy subjects after a series of cryostimulations. No significant increase in leukocytes was reported by Stanek et al. [2006], although they also observed a significantly increased percentage of monocytes in healthy individuals after a series of 10 two-minute long cryostimulations at -120°C. Similarly, in our studies the increase concerned the number of lymphocytes and monocytes, and to a lesser extent, neutrophils and eosinophiles [Lubkowska et al. 2009]. With regards to information on the effect of cryotherapy or cryostimulation on the red blood cell system, data is still very scarce. The only available paper is Banfi et al. [2008] which investigated the effects of 5 session of whole-body cryotherapy treatment on haematological values in athletes. The paper suggested that cryotherapy does not have detrimental effects on the mentioned parameters, but a small significant decrease in haemoglobin concentration, mean corpuscular haemoglobin and mean reticulocyte volume were observed.

In terms of the participation of white and red blood cells in effort ability and tolerance, further studies are required on potential changes in haematological indices in response to varied number of cryostimulation in a series.

Hormones

A single cryostimulation at -130°C causes increased concentration of a proopiomelanocortin-related hormone (ACTH adrenocorticotropic hormone), β-endorphin, adrenaline and noradrenaline in men and women, and a significant increase in testosterone in men [Zagrobelny 1993]. Soccer players undertaking ten sessions of cryostimulation followed by 60 minutes of kinesitherapy, had a significant decrease in the concentration of testosterone and estradiol. There were no changes in the level of luteinizing hormone (LH) and dehydroepiandrosterone sulphate [Korzonek-Szlacheta 2007]. Reports of changes in the level of cortisol (defined as the stress hormone) are divergent. Smolander et al.[2009] concluded that WBC treatments (-110°C), for 2 min, three times a week for 12 weeks, do not lead to disorders related to secretions of the growth hormone, prolactin, thyrotropin or thyroid hormones in healthy females.

Literature data indicate that in elderly women, cryotherapy at temperatures of -110°C to -150°C influence the level of bone conversion markers (a decline in osteocalcin, increased alpha type I collagen in blood serum) [Skrzek et al. 2003], and that rheumatoid arthritis patients were reported to have a decreased histamine level [Wojtecka-Łukasik et al. 2010].

Antioxidant defence system

Even one session of whole-body cryostimulation causes changes in the prooxidant-antioxidant balance - the level of total oxidative status in plasma was statistically significantly decreased at 30 minutes after leaving the cryochamber and remained lower the following day, whereas the level of total antioxidative status decreased after cold exposure and increased the next day [Lubkowska et al. 2008]. Additionally, a 36% increase was observed in the activity of superoxide dismutase (SOD), glutathione peroxidase (GPx) and conjugated dienes (CD) in healthy individuals after a single stimulation [Wozniak et al. 2007]. Duge et al. [2005] observed a significant increase in total peroxyl radical trapping
antioxidant capacity of plasma (TRAP) in healthy women 2 minutes after the cold stress but only after the first 4 weeks of the 12 weekend long study. Additionally those authors concluded that prolonged, regular cryostimulation or winter swimming for 12 weeks did not appear to be harmful regarding antioxidative capacity. Further studies are needed for the confirmation of potential adaptational advantages occurring in antioxidative response to cryostimulation.

**Immunology and inflammation**

Cryotherapy is used in the early treatment of acute injuries (sprains, strains, fractures) but only a few papers discuss any possible influence of whole-body cryostimulation on inflammation mechanisms or immunology. In studies by Jackowska et al. [2006] it was ascertained that IgA, IgG, IgM and C3, C4 complement protein levels increase during cryostimulation, yet after cryotreatment, the levels of the mentioned markers were similar to initial values. Leppälä et al. [2008] did not observe changes in plasma level of IL-1β, IL-6 and TNFα during prolonged treatment (12 weeks) with cryostimulation (-110°C; 2min; 3 times a week). In our studies, we observed an increase in the level of white blood cells in response to a series of 10 cryostimulations, and at the same time we showed that a single 3 minute long whole-body cryostimulation (-130°C) leads to an increase in the level of interleukin 6, which is maintained for the next 10 stimulations [Lubkowska et al 2010 ]. This was later confirmed in the next experiment, which additionally showed the more advantageous effect of 20 sessions compared to 10 or 5 cryostimulations. This advantageous effect - an increased level of anti-inflammatory cytokines (IL-6, IL-10, IL-12) - was maintained during the whole series of cryostimulations, and receded no earlier than after two weeks after the completion of the cryostimulations, regardless of the number of treatments. However, although the decreased level of pro-inflammatory IL-1α was observed during the series of 5 and 10 treatment, in an examination two weeks after the last stimulation the IL-1α decrease was maintained only after the series of 20 cryostimulation treatments [Lubkowska et al. 2011].

The anti-inflammatory effect of cryotreatment on rugby players lead to an increase in anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10 with a decrease in pro-inflammatory IL-2 and chemokine IL-8. It was postulated that cold exposure had an immunostimulating effect related to enhanced noradrenaline response and can be connected with paracrine effects. Similar tendencies in decrease in pro-inflammatory cytokine (IL-2, IL-8) and increase in anti-inflammatory one (IL-10) after cryostimulation were observed by Banfi et al. [2009].

**Recovery from exercise-induced muscle damage**

Some of the latest papers on cryotherapy relate to the use of cryostimulation in athletic recovery, acceleration of recovery to full physical ability, and removing the results of muscle fibre damage caused by intense exercise. It is promoted as a treatment method for muscle injuries, syndromes of overuse and to enhance recovery between training sessions [Banfi et al. 2010].

Difficulty with the evaluation of the advantageous effect of cryostimulation is associated, as in earlier aspects, with the very small number of papers in this field. Costello et al. [2011] performed very interesting studies to evaluate the immediate effect of cryostimulation on proprioception and tried to evaluated the effectiveness of this treatment in muscle soreness and function following eccentric exercise damage. Based on obtained results, the authors
suggest that although cryostimulation does not increase the risk of proprioceptive related injury, it is ineffective in improving recovery if administered 24h after exercise. In another study [Pournot et al. 2011] researchers compared the effect of two different recovery modalities: cryostimulation (3 min at -110°C) and passive recovery, on markers of exercise-induced muscle damage and inflammation obtained after a simulated trail running race. The recovery session was applied immediately after, 24h, 48h and 72h after subjects performed a 48min running treadmill exercise. The author observed that a unique session of cryostimulation performed immediately after exercise enhanced muscular recovery by restricting the inflammatory process. They suggested that soluble receptor antagonist IL-1ra increases after single whole-body cryostimulation and restricts the inflammatory response to exercise by a decrease in the magnitude of IL-1β and protein C-reactive. This research indicates that this physiotherapeutic treatment reduces the time of recovery, although depending on the time lag from the intense effort to cryostimulation. Further studies are required for a detailed understanding of mechanisms of response to cryogenic temperatures to find their most effective application in athletic training and recovery.

6. Conclusions

Whole-body cryostimulation is a factor that can influence many physiological and biochemical indicators in the human body. Triggering physiological defensive mechanisms in response to a repeated external stressor (cold) may be widely used in medicine, physiotherapy, sport and athlete recovery. However, it is important to select an appropriate duration, form and number of cryostimulations, according to the needs of each patient.

The aforementioned literature data very often relates to different procedures and methodologies. Hence the results are often inconsistent and do not always give a clear view of the discussed problem. It is hard to conclude on the real effectiveness of cryostimulation when it is accompanied by daily physical training which is in itself a stressogenic factor for the human body. In order to achieve a precisely determined effect of cryostimulation on athletes or patients, one should use appropriate methods. In addition, there exists the problem of immersion in cold water which is accompanied by another stressor – i.e. hydrostatic pressure, depending on the depth of immersion.

There exists no single agreed recommendation concerning the number of cryostimulations in a series. Usually, 10 daily sessions are applied, although this is less related to therapeutic reasons than economic ones. It is also not widely agreed how many cryostimulations give real and sustained beneficial effects and whether the adaptive changes in subjects depend on the number of sessions, although this correlation seems very likely.

Because the interest in using cold temperatures in medicine, physiotherapy, sport and athlete recovery is constantly growing, and knowledge in this field is still far from satisfactory, any new research on the use of cryogenic temperatures is a welcome and precious source of information from the point of view of physiotherapeutic practice.
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